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Editorial on the Research Topic

Signals in motion

Introduction

Animals use signals and cues to derive information about their environment, including

the presence of food, enemies and mates, the location of nesting and provisioning sites, and

the assessment of reproductive and social partners. The nature and reception of signals and

cues is therefore a key focus of evolutionary and behavioral ecology, and our understanding

of animal signals has expanded with the development of conceptual and technical advances.

Nevertheless, our insights about the function and efficacy of animal color patterns remains

largely shaped by a focus on stationary animals, typically in a static background, which

rarely reflects the natural world (Cuthill et al., 2019; Tan and Elgar, 2021): most animals

are mobile in their search for food and mates, and their surrounding environment is usually

dynamic. There is considerable variation in animal signals within different signal modalities,

including the color patterns of visual signals; the odor cocktails of chemical signals; and

the amplitude and frequency of acoustic signals. These signals may act multimodally,

which makes disentangling the additional contributions of animal motion and a dynamic

environment even more challenging.

Our Research Topic Signals in motion asks how the efficacy of these signals to convey

information to the intended or unintended receiver is affected by both animalmovement and

a potentially dynamic background. For example, there is emerging interest in how individual

motion can reveal information about the signaler to the receiver but can also be a means

of concealing visual cues to unintended receivers. In contrast, the impact of movement

when signaling in acoustic or olfactory modalities has received little, if any, attention. The

primary intention of this Research Topic is to draw attention to the importance of motion in

animal signaling. Contributing authors report on diverse organisms with different behaviors,

signaling modalities and background environments, and detail how motion is linked to

signaling and how signalers and background movement may affect signal reception. There

are few direct tests of the effects of signals in motion, but the studies in this Research Topic

provide the initial steps toward understanding how motion affects signals.

Coevolution of morphology and signals

Morphology and patterns can act together to affect the signal that is perceived by

predators (Linke et al.). For example, the shape of butterfly wings affects their aerodynamic

performance (Ortega Ancel et al., 2017), but whether these shapes can act as cues that

indicate unprofitability to potential predators has been largely overlooked. Linke et al.
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examined how the shape and markings of butterfly wings can affect

signaling unprofitability to predators. Their experiments revealed

that blue tits Cyanistes caeruleus can associate white bands and

hindwing tails with the difficulty of capture of dummy butterflies.

This raises the intriguing possibility that butterfly tails act both to

signal evasiveness as well as to divert attacks to non-essential parts

of the wing.

The impact of animal movement on species that signal with

volatile odors is rarely considered. Johnson et al. conducted inter-

specific comparative analyses to examine how the complexity of

moth antennae have evolved with the mobility of female signallers,

who use sex pheromones to reveal their location to males. These

analyses revealed that the loss of flight in female moths has

evolved more frequently in species where males have elaborate

antennae, and that elaborate antennae in males evolved more

frequently in species where females are monoandrous (where

remating frequency is <30%). Together, these data highlight how

elaborate antennae are associated with selection favoring efficient

signal detection, which in turn allows females to invest less in

movement and dispersal.

Animals employ a complex suite of
behaviors in motion

Technological advances, especially high-speed cameras have

allowed research to investigate complex animal signals involved

in flight (Linke et al.; Martin et al.; Pohl et al.). Martin et al.

and Pohl et al. show that animal responses, in grasshoppers

and phasmids respectively, can be a collection of behaviors in

motion, employing a range of antipredator strategies. The Carolina

grasshopper Dissosteira carolina has a mostly brown colouration,

with contrasting black and cream hindwings that are displayed

when the grasshopper takes flight. By recording high-speed videos

of the grasshopper flights in the field, Martin et al. discovered

that the hindwing signals change during flight, depending on the

size of the hindwing in view and the markings displayed. Martin

et al. suggest that the Carolina grasshopper use their contrasting

hindwings to deter predators through three mechanisms: first,

by startling predators through deimatic defense; secondly, by

confusing the predators and disrupting their search images through

protean defense; and finally, returning to crypsis. Pohl et al.

examined the behavioral responses of phasmids at different

ontogenetic stages to a wind stimulus (a proxy for a dynamic

environment). They found that adult behaviors were mostly

species-specific, while nymph behaviors varied with appearance

and environmental condition. Pohl et al. suggest that the behavioral

responses interact with the morphology of the insects—depending

on their species and ontogeny—to help reduce detection or

recognition cues by potential predators.

Animals may employ signals from several modalities. For

example, male wolf spiders Schizocosa are thought to use static

and dynamic visual signals together with vibratory signals.

Nevertheless, mating in S. retrorsa takes place in the absence of

visual and vibratory stimuli. Kundu et al. show, experimentally, that

these spiders use another signal modality—air particle movement

or near field sound, that is generated by rapid leg waving.

Interestingly, these signals are specific to courtship: female foraging

success did not depend on near field sound (Kundu et al.).

Many signals can vary over both space and time, requiring

an experimental procedure that is more nuanced than the

traditional approach of investigating static models against a

static background. Miller et al. provide details on how the

dynamic visual signals of birds can be investigated using three

dimensional multi-spectral models, which allow measures of

color (including in the UV), pattern, 3D shape and motion

to be considered quantitatively. This novel approach is

likely to be a crucial first step at analyzing visual signals

in motion.

Signals in motion may serve to benefit the animal when

it resumes a stationary position. Flash signals are displayed

by cryptic animals when they move: for example, the cryptic

blue-winged grasshopper Oedipoda caerulescens, flashes highly

conspicuous blue wings when in flight. While this behavior

may startle the predator, the conventional view is that the

putative predator incorrectly assumes the prey is always

conspicuous, which compromises its subsequent searching

efforts. This view has some empirical support but the underlying

process leading to this benefit has not been investigated.

Sherratt and Loeffler-Henry use Bayesian search theory to

show that the degree of the conspicuousness of a prey item

is negatively correlated with the time the predator should

give up searching for it in an area where it appears to have

settled. The model makes several predictions that can be readily

tested experimentally.

Environmental complexity and natural
context

Most experimental studies of signaling utilize a static

background, yet this is rarely the experience for animals (Cuthill

et al., 2019; Tan and Elgar, 2021). Environmental noise is

often dynamic and multi-faceted, and the individual effects on

signals can be difficult to disentangle (Pohl et al.; Ramos and

Peters). Ramos and Peters examined the displays of six closely

related agamid lizards of the Ctenophorus decresii complex. They

compared the signal structures and contrasts in the context of the

lizards’ natural habitats and showed that the signaling behavior

of the different lizard clades reflected local adaptations to their

specific habitats. Ramos and Peters suggest commonmorphological

and behavioral traits are likely from the ancestral state, and

their study highlights the importance of taking account of the

natural habitat or environment when interpreting signals and

signaling behavior.

Considering the natural context is equally important for

theoretical modeling. Tan et al. corrected a false assumption

underpinning a model explaining swaying behavior in phasmid leaf

insects. The model assumed that phasmids perched on top of the

substrate and argued that the swaying behavior served a balancing

function. However, Tan et al. point out that as most phasmids

hang from the substrate, gravity removes any need for “balance.”

Tan et al. thus caution that drawing functional explanations about

animal motion, including motion signaling behavior, requires some

understanding of the species’ natural history.
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Future directions

Several themes emerge within the Signals in motion

Research Topic: the coevolution of morphology and signals;

the complexity of behaviors in motion; and the impact of

environmental complexity. A common insight across these

papers is a reiteration of John Endler’s seminal paper highlighting

the importance of considering the natural context (Endler,

1990). It is clear, from the contributions to the Signals in

motion Research Topic, that this includes the dynamic nature

of both the signal and the background, neither of which

are likely to be entirely stationary. While the papers in the

Signals in motion Research Topic identify technical and

logistic challenges in developing ways of experimentally and

theoretically investigating dynamic signals and backgrounds,

they also highlight a rich seam of research possibilities. We

hope this stimulates increasing interest in dynamic signals in

dynamic backgrounds.
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